
◆ LOCATION
   Aix-en-Provence, France

◆ RESEARCH
The Aix-en-Provence School of Art develops research programmes in the field of digital arts in collaboration with a wide range of national and international scientific and artistic partners. Research Laboratory (Third cycle) - Locus Sonus Locus Sonus is an international research group specialized in audio art. It is organized as a post-graduate lab by the Art Schools of Aix en Provence (ESAAix) and Bourges (ENSA), welcoming artist-researchers.

Locus Sonus is concerned with the innovative and transdisciplinary nature of audio art forms, in the framework of networked sonic spaces - audio in its relation to space and networked audio systems. Key words: Sound and Distance, Field Spatialization, Networked Sonic Spaces, Audio Fluxes, Sonification, and Internet Auditoriums. The laboratory delivers a practice-based PhD in collaboration with Aix-Marseille University (research lab ASTRAM Arts Sciences and Technologies for Multimedia and audiovisual research).

◆ STRENGTHS
- transdisciplinarity of teaching
- digital art (hypermédia/3D/robotics, including theory courses and research) in a transdisciplinary approach with drax=wing, painting, photography, video, paper and digital edition, sculpture and installation international relations (exchange study programs with more than 15 schools in Europe and over the world)
- international residencies programmes
- the ratio of student’s projects development
Geographical location of the school in downtown Aix-en-Provence.